
MIND CONTROL IN AMERICA

From Bruno Marchesani bruno_marchesani@msn.com

> I think they are even influencing the cops ... and the cops don't even know they are
being used.
 
If they can influence rabbits, they are influencing the cops. That they would use the mind
influencing technology on law enforcement, on other emergency responders, etc. suggests
to me this is a very big program targeting the masses.
 
> If you have any documentation that they can do this, articles, etc. please send to me. I
came to these same conclusions after seeing this over and over...
 
Haven't done too much research on the technology yet, my conclusions are mostly based
on face-to-face meetings with other TIs. A few references I am aware of:
 
1. Book "Psychotronic Golgotha" by N.I. Anisimov. (Translated from Russian) "With the
secret influencing the victim does not know and does not even suspect that his brain and
organs are being subjected to distant influencing." --
http://www.mindjustice.org/golgotha.htm
 
2. Transcript "ELF WAVES AMD EEG ENTRAINMENT A PSYCHOTRONIC
WARFARE POSSIBILITY" by Bob Beck, 1978 US Psychotronic Association
Conference In Atlanta, GA "So now we have the equipment to which the occult is
beginning to surrender its secrets..." --
http://journal.borderlands.com/2010/bob-becks-foundation-1-of-6
 
3. Article "The Silent Massacre, Part 6: Law Enforcement Complicity in Electronic
Torture & Mind Control in America" By Nicholas Kirkland, March 14, 2009 "... the
handlers can manipulate the target without the target being aware of it." --
http://educate-yourself.org/mc/kirklandsilventmasaccre6part14mar09.shtml
 
4. Book "MIND CONTROL WITHIN THE UNITED STATES" Copyright 1997 by Kai
Bashir, Manufactured in the United States of America, ISBNs 0-9658174-0-7
0-9658174-1-5 "'Today our government is engaged in a more insidious form of search
than going into someone's home or through personal papers. We are now searching their
minds, trying to pry out the most hidden and intimate thoughts.'"
 
5. Full excerpt of the section "OTHER PEOPLE'S THOUGHTS ARE NOT THEIR
OWN" from the article I'm writing, appended below.
 
Bruno
 
*****************************************************************
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 Excerpt from an article I'm writing:
 OTHER PEOPLE'S THOUGHTS ARE NOT THEIR OWN
 
In addition to some of us realizing our thoughts are being subliminally influenced, some
of us have also come to the conclusion the minds of the people we interact with are being
subliminally influenced as well. Most typically this is being done to make us perceive a
certain person as being a perp. For example while purchasing something in a store the
sales clerk may exhibit a cool demeanor toward us, undue anxiety when speaking with us,
or apparent sadistic-like sociopathic delight while leering at us. Despite the seemingly
unmistakable conclusion this person has been co-opted in some way to be against us and
is fully aware of how they're negatively treating us, in reality this person is merely being
subliminally influenced to regard us in this way without their even being aware their
mood is being thus influenced. From their point of view, without thinking anything odd
of it, they just happen to feel cool toward us, to experience an odd sense of anxiety when
speaking with us, or to be in an unusually giddy mood, and thus are completely unaware
of any conspiracy against us. From their point of view we're just another customer. They
are not really a perp, but just an innocent citizen being subliminally influenced with MC
technology to trick us into believing that they are a perp.
From early in our targeting we are conditioned to accept the mindset that we are the sole
victims, being fair game for anything they want to throw at us, and so while they may use
MC technology on us, it doesn't remotely occur to us they would even consider using MC
on anyone else, least of all on those who we perceive as being the local perps. Turns out
there are no local perps. Just like the sales clerk in the example above, all the people we
perceive as having turned against us are being subjected to the same remote electronic
subliminal influencing of their minds that we are. Like us their minds are being
subliminally influenced without their at all being aware of it, and generally they do not
harbor any ill-will toward us.
 
In other words, the same MC technology that they're using on us to is being used on the
people we interact with as well, all to effect the psychological harassment against us.
However a distinction is that, unlike us, because they are not being targeted like we are,
they don't perceive anything odd or menacing in the environment around them like
stalking groups or DEWs. Because MC is not being used on them with the goal of
destroying their lives, life is completely normal for them and devoid of a nefarious world
of covert tactics and nightmarish technologies as it is for us. In fact, generally speaking,
they are unaware of any conspiracy to destroy our lives. Suggesting to them that we are
being victimized with OS, EH or MC, or even accusing them of being a willing
participant, is likely to be met with disbelief if not a perception that we are mentally ill.
 
Hence MC is so deceptive that from our standpoint it creates within us a perception
everyone is very much aware of, if not actively participating in, a conspiracy to destroy
our lives, while from everyone else's standpoint they are completely unaware we are
being victimized in any way at all and may hardly have taken any notice of us; at most
perhaps they may think us a little strange or aloof despite the strong perception in
ourselves that they are acutely aware of what is being done against us.



 
The prospect that our perps, instead of being the hard-core witting perpetrators who know
full well what they are doing to us, rather are innocent mind controlled unwitting
participants completely unaware they are doing anything to us, initially is to be met with
skepticism if not outright denial that we could be so easily deceived and to such a
comprehensive degree. Turns out MC can influence people's behavior and actions to a
much greater extent than would initially be assumed given its subliminal nature. It is in
fact due to this subliminal nature that the unsuspecting subject can be so extensively
manipulated.
 
Amazingly MC can get people to do all kinds of things to convince us they're perps. 
They can be influenced to glance at us in an apprehensive way, to turn their faces away
from us, to stare like a zombie at us, to be seemingly angry toward us, or to seemingly
laugh at us with a cocky air. MC can get people to make noises coincident with
something we're doing in privacy of our homes, to exit their house at the same time we
exit ours, to hover nearby while we're working in the front yard, while driving to pull out
in front of us, or while grocery shopping to cut us off with their shopping carts. MC can
be used on several people at once so that we perceive groups as being on the same
wavelength while ganging-up on us. It can make it appear the neighbors are in on some
inside joke about us, to get people to crowd us in public places, while driving to get cars
to box us in, to get coworkers to participate in coordinated noise campaigns, or to make it
appear the neighborhood is celebrating when we suffer some sort of misfortune. In some
cases MC can be used to treat us to a seemingly endless parade of perps entering an
eating establishment we're in or slowly driving past us while sitting on a street bench. 
MC can also hijack people's conversations, to make them talk about something that is
very close to something we recently experienced that they should have no knowledge of,
to make different people to all use the same phrase on us, or to make someone say
something very strange to us in a very purposeful manner to make it appear as irrefutable
proof there is a conspiracy against us. In some cases MC can be quite subtle by making
acquaintances greet us with a lukewarm reception, in other cases it can get people to
exhibit overtly bizarre behavior with wild body movements or boisterous vocalizations. 
Again all this without these people suspecting in any way their thoughts are being
hijacked; from their perspective they just decided to do these things on a whim. Some of
this may be accomplished simply by instilling within the person a sense of anger which
we infer as being directed at us, some of this may be accomplished by instilling a sense of
hyperawareness directed toward us to make us feel we're under scrutiny by strangers, or
some of this may be accomplished by just negatively affecting their mood, giving them a
bad gut-feeling about us, in time possibly truly turning them against us.
 
It's not unlike someone temporarily taking possession of the person. Because they're so
comprehensively controlled it is very difficult if not impossible to tell the difference from
a witting participant. However often there are characteristic signs. While being
subjected to MC the person's eyes may have a dull look, they may appear stoic, inwardly
preoccupied or unusually serene, their body language may not match their facial
expressions, or they may exhibit sporadic or euphoric behavior. In more extreme



instances their movements may appear exaggerated or robotic-like. In groups their
actions may tend to be synchronized. Their moods may simultaneously abruptly change,
they may break out in laughter at precisely the same time, or they may otherwise appear
to be on the same wavelength.
 
This MC influencing is being used on friends, family, neighbors, co-workers, store
employees, police, firemen, utility workers, local government administrators, doctors,
hospital staff, and any other members of the public you can think of, to make us feel the
entire world has turned against us. Our family may act cool toward us making us think
they are colluding against us, police officers may always turn their heads away from us
when we drive by, or a neighbor may say something very eerie to us while making very
purposeful eye contact. However many of us have noticed that although a family
member seemingly perped us they are however oblivious of having done so and are
otherwise the same loving family member, or that a neighbor who seemed acutely angry
at us one day is unusually friendly toward us the next day.
 
While we could convince ourselves that some, if not most, of our perping is MC-driven,
many of us have experienced what we perceive to be key instances in which the
harassment is so apparent that it undeniably confirms that an individual is a witting
participant. A police officer may admit that stalking groups exist, an FBI agent may
admit that DEWs exist, or a neighbor may say something ominous like "you better be
careful," but upon re-examining these instances in light of the overwhelming ability of
MC to influence people's thoughts one by one we can conclude these instances were just
as likely MC driven episodes. The police officer may just want to assure us by indirectly
confirming what other TIs have reported to him experiencing, a neighbor may be
expressing genuine concern for you after you told him about your experiences, etc., but
the MC is influencing the way they say these things and the way we perceive them to
read more into it than there is; indeed when we relate these instances to neutral parties
they are not usually convinced that these are anywhere near significant enough to confirm
all that we are experiencing.
 
Even among those of us who feel most of our perping is being done by unwitting mind
controlled individuals, some feel that perhaps 10% of our perping is done by witting
participants. While Lawson's books present an account of hate groups employing
stalkings as a tool to intimidate their members it is unlikely this would account for the
overwhelming preponderance of stalkers and related synchronized events many of us
perceive, especially for those of us who perceive almost everyone in the world as being a
perp or who estimate that millions dollars have been spent on their individual harassment
alone. And when considering more modest assessments the question still begs itself why
go through the trouble of physically meeting with and co-opting all of the people we are
likely to come across in our daily travels via lies, bribes or blackmail, when it is infinitely
easier to merely remotely subliminally influence the people around us. Also we must at
least consider the possibility Lawson-style stalking groups may be highly MC-driven
operations without the participants being aware of it. Additionally a few of us have
reported that solely via MC they have attempted to recruit us to participate in perping



operations so it is also possible a few of our stalkers may be lone mind controlled
participants who are indeed aware of what they are doing. Thus it may be that even if a
small number of our stalkers are witting participants it is still primarily an MC controlled
phenomenon.
 
In addition to subliminally influencing people to exhibit perp-like mannerisms, there are
numerous other ways MC can be used on people to turn the system against us. While
waiting in line at the grocery store customers in front of us may be subliminally
influenced to make a series of time wasting requests, we may receive calls from
subliminally influenced friends or family at inconvenient times, or we may discover that
the product we were seeking at the store is out of stock due to subliminal influencing of
the stocking clerk. MC can be used to subliminally influence someone to conspicuously
display an object we are meant to associate with our targeting, for example, if our pet has
recently died a neighbor may be subliminally influenced to conspicuously display a small
coffin-like box on their front porch. An employer may be subliminally influenced to not
feel comfortable hiring us, an auto mechanic to honestly forget to tighten the oil plug on
our car, or on an unethical order clerk to purposely loose our paperwork because she
doesn't like us. Even garbage in our front yard is likely to have been left by a
subliminally influenced litterbug rather than by a hard-core perp. And even when
explaining our harassment to others they may be subliminally influenced to perceive our
descriptions as kooky sounding. So there are many ways MC may be brought to bear on
the people we come to interact with in attempting to destroy our lives.
 
With a little bit of guarded effort we can gradually test the precept the minds of the
people we interact with are being subliminally influenced, via our observations of them,
and our subtle interactions with them, to eventually convince ourselves that they are not
the hard-core perps we are meant to perceive them to be but are merely unwitting
innocent citizens who are being subjected to the same MC technology we are.
 
Thus the good news is that the entire world has not turned against us, the people we
interact with have not sold out. Individuals and groups are merely being manipulated by
a tiny handful of MC perps we never see. This explains why the street level participants
tend to have the same personality even when we fly to the other side of the country. We
are able to effectively cope with them because we are not fighting against a thousand
different people, but just matching wits with the few individuals who are coordinating our
harassment via MC.
 
However this is no panacea. The people we interact with will still be subliminally
influenced to attempt to turn them against us, our orders will still be sabotaged, the
system will still be turned against us. We may or may not be able to reconcile already
damaged relationships. We will still need to maintain our mental guard while remaining
as calm and level headed as possible. But we can much more easily psychologically cope
with others given this understanding of how their behavior is being influenced. By
realizing this we can look beyond their perp-like mannerisms when evaluating someone
new and thus minimize future efforts to sabotage our relationships with others.



Hello Bruno,
I have a radio program, Spingola Speaks, on the Republic Broadcasting
Network, www.republicbroadcasting.org I have had many interesting guests,
including Helen Thomas, former White House correspondent. Would you consider
being a guest on my program to talk about mind control?
 
  
Kindest Regards,
Deanna Spingola
My program: Monday-Friday, 12-2 PM (CDT)
www.republicbroadcasting.org
My Radio schedule: http://www.spingola.com/radio_schedule.html

Leuren Moret - US Space shuttle covert mission was chemtrails in space
for HAARP
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tH0vJR8nLKw MUST WATCH!

THE TRUTH ABOUT SECRETWEAPONS
http://www.surveillanceissues.com/default.htm

THE REAL REASONS FOR CHEMTRAILS
http://www.dataasylum.com/index.html

CHEMTRAIL WHISTLEBLOWER SPEAKS
http://www.unhealthyearth.com/2012/07/chemtrail-whistleblower-speaks.html?spref
=fb

THE KEY TO STOPPING THIS MIND CONTROL I BELIEVE IS STOPPING
CHEMTRAILS AND HAARP. I BELIEVE THEY ARE IMPLANTING US WITH
SOME SORT OF NANOMMS TECHNOLOGY IN THESE CHEMTRAILS THAT
ALLOWS THIS MIND CONTROL, HUMAN TRACKING AND GOD KNOWS
WHAT ELSE.

Banning Chemtrails: I.R. 2029 "A Local Law to Protect Air Quality in Suffolk
County"
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ANFN15_oDRg&list=PLF8622AB3098EA948&in
dex=47&feature=plpp_video

Dr. Rauni Kilde on Mind Control Weapons
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hL60C1hcZZk
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MUST READ!! WHISTLEBLOWER CONTACTS IAHF WITH INSIDE INFO ON
CHEMTRAILS: HOW TO DETOX & PROTECT OURSELVES
http://www.fourwinds10.net/siterun_data/environment/humans/chemtrails/news.ph
p?q=1216155860

Read Col. John Alexander’s "The Warriors Edge" E.L.F. Mind Control and
non-lethal weapons and Psychic-cannon (spiritual hex) weapons. He was at Ft.
Meade and Derrick, then went to Los Alamos and retired in Colorado. He now lives
in Hawaii. Maurice Strong, a U.N leader and billionaire has a 60,000-acre ranch in
Colorado that the socialist-spiritualists visit. He has Masonic, Satanic artwork and
statues all over the place. All of the above people go there frequently. In Colonel
Alexander’s "Future Warrior", he states that the E.L.F weapons were designed
specifically to wipe out all Christians and conservatives in a future coup de’tat in
the United States.

https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_nwo17.htm

Kevin Canada shared a link.
Admin · 22 mins

GREAT SHOW BY MATT LANDMAN

https://www.coasttocoastam.com/show/2019/09/19
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Dangers of 5G Cellular/ Magic of Tarot - Shows - Coast to Coast AM

Matthew Landman discussed the dangers of 5G technology. Art Rosengarten spoke on

the use of the tarot as a psychological tool.

Kevin Craig Canada shared a link.
Admin · 30 mins

THESE CIA NAZIS JUST MOVED IN NEXT TO THE ROME AIR FORCE RESEARCH LAB,
YOU WANT TO KNOW WHOSE POISONING YOU WITH CHEMTRAILS JUST LOOK
HERE. I JUST HAPPEN TO LIVE NEXT TO THIS SHIT, NEW YORK IS HELL LAND FOR
THESE NAZIS

EN.WIKIPEDIA.ORG

Booz Allen Hamilton - Wikipedia

Booz Allen Hamilton Holding Corporation (informally Booz Allen)[4] is the parent of Booz

Allen Hamilton Inc., a U.S. management and information technology consulting firm,[5]

headquartered in McLean, Virginia,[6] in Greater Washington, D.C., with 80 other offices

around the globe. The company's stat...
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 Kevin Craig Canada YES WE ARE...
Edit or delete this
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 Kevin Craig Canada THIS IS THE SHIT WE LIVE WITH HERE IN NEW YORK
https://www.wpafb.af.mil/.../IwAR0ttxTS5nUgfQ2MdS65kcgKl.../
Edit or delete this
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 Kevin Craig Canada A WHOSE WHO OF DIRECTED ENERGY WEAPONS
https://www.wpafb.af.mil/.../colonel-timothy-j-lawrence/
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 Kevin Craig Canada THESE ASSHOLES SELLING US OUT WOULD SELL THEIR
SOUL TO GET SOME FED MONEY
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Kevin Craig Canada
Admin · October 16 at 12:08 PM

THEY HAVE PERFECTED THE CONTROL OF HUMANITY. WHY DO YOU THINK OBAMA
BOUGHT A PLACE RIGHT NEXT TO BROOKHAVEN LABS, CIA TESLA CRIMINAL
JUST LIKE DRUMPF AND BUSH.
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 Karla Allen Miles Exactly what my Dad said When he told me about the cloning

centers, government secret cat houses. Sex clubs and that my mother was used.
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 Kevin Craig Canada ALL THIS SHIT CONNECTED TO BROOKHAVEN LABS,
HAARP. THEY ARE FINALLY GETTING RID OF RICK PERRY AND PUTTING
ANOTHER BUSH CRIMINAL IN THERE, LOOK AT THEIR BIOS ALL FROM TEXAS
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Kevin Craig Canada shared a link.
Admin · 20 hrs

YOU WANT TO KNOW WHERE YOUR POISONOUS CHEMTRAILS ARE COMING FROM,
LOOK NO FURTHER THAN CENTRAL NEW YORK, DRONE LAB CENTRAL. 6 STORIES
UNDERGROUND FOR CENCEALMENT, REFUELING, AND CHEMICAL LOADING OF
DRONES. NON STOP FLYING OF THIS SHIT ESPECIALLY AT NIGHT OUT OF THESE
HELLISH BASES TO POISON AMERICA NOW.

SYRACUSE.COM

Air Force will station new Reaper drones at Syracuse Hancock Field

The 174th Attack Wing's squadron of MQ-9 Reaper drones will grow from 8 to 12 at NY Air

National Guard base.
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